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THE VANGUARD OF GOD
Forget them not,' 0 Christ, who stand
Thy vanguard in the distant land !
In Hood, in flame, in dark, in dread,
Sustain, we pray, each lifted head.
Be Thou in every faithful breast,
Be peace and happiness and rest.
Exalt them over every fear,
In peril come Thyself more near!
Turn Thou the hostile weapons, Lord,
Rebuke each wrathful alien horde.
Thine are the toved for whom we crave
That thou wouldst keep them strong and
brave.
Thine is the work they strive to do,
Their foes so many, they so few;
Be with Thine own, Thy loved, who
stand
Christ's vanguard in each storm-swept
land.
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History of Midical Work of Seventh-day Adventists
PIONEER REFORMERS, NO. 3, JOHN BYINGTON
J. O. Corliss

Many men are not appreciated while in life. Their native re
serve prevents open display of noble traits which appear only as
those nearest to them happen incidentally to mention them.
Born among the hills of Vermont in 1798, that wonderful year
of prophetic fulfillment, there came into being one of nature's
noble souls, in the person of John Byington. Following ignorantly in early life the settled customs of quiet New England,
he was handicapped healthwise from the very start, and many
years of ill health were suffered in consequence.
But one quality of character possessed by Brother Byington
proved his salvation from premature death. He was a naturalborn hero, and when the right course to pursue was presented
before him, no obstacle was permitted to intervene between him
and the desired end to be reached. He has briefly told his die
tary experience in Health Reformer for April, 1872, in a way
that clearly sets forth not only the man's persistent efforts to
secure health, but also the sure results to follow all welldirected action in this line. Here are his words:
"I was seventy-three years of age October 8, 1871. I am
now quite free from pain, and have more strength to endure
than I had five years ago. At the age of twenty-one, by over
doing, I lost my health. I had a craving appetite for food,
especially for flesh meats, and pork was then the principal
article of food. This perverted appetite I did not govern.
My flesh and strength failing, I applied to a physician. The
medicine he gave me did not have the desired effect. I was
thrown into cramp and spasms, which well nigh took my life.
From this time, for three years and a half, I was just able to
walk about, and unable to do a day's work. Disease of liver
and dyspepsia were my principal difficulties. My physician
advised that I take up the use of tobacco, saying it would help
my digestion. I then learned the habit of smoking, which was
not so easy to unlearn. This gave me no relief.
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"I resolved to try a change of climate, and left Vermont in
a buggy (as we then had no railroads) for New Haven, Conn.,
to try the sea air. This gave me some relief. Here I spent
nine months, and took a short voyage of some four weeks at
sea in a vessel, fishing- for mackerel.
" As my strength returned, I soon began business for myself,
with a broken constitution. How much better it would have
been for me at this time had I well understood the laws of life
and health.
"I removed to St. Lawrence County, N. Y., where I spent
the strength of my days in hard labor in providing for a family
of seven children. As we were on a farm, pork and other flesh
meats were the principal articles of diet. If the farmer was
out of old pork in the fall, he was considered poor, or wanting
good economy.
"About every spring, my bilious complaints would in some
degree return, and I have no doubt now but the principal cause
was the use of pork. Tobacco, too, was very injurious.
"At a Methodist protracted meeting, as the preacher was
presenting the importance of the subject of holiness in the
church, in a social meeting, an Adventist brother was present,
and asked permission to say a few words, which was granted.
He arose and asked whether our tea and tobacco were not a tax
on our holiness, and then sat down. This short question was
to me a powerful sermon. I was not instructed in the laws of
life and health, but viewing it from a religious stand-point I
resolved to lay aside tobacco for conscience sake. In this I
succeeded, and found that I could pray and read my Bible to
better advantage than before.
"About this time the temperance reform came up. I reresolved to use alcoholic drinks no more as a beverage. Some
seven years since, I began to examine the subject of fleshmeat diet. I read the Laws of Life, Health Reformer and
other publications on this subject. The fruits of the trees
of the garden were given to man for food at his creation.
Perhaps it may be said that man has come under the curse
by the fall, and now needs flesh for food. Have not the horse
and ox come under the curse? and yet how great their strength
by grazing in the field.
"I soon became convinced that pork had a tendency to pro
duce a dormant, inactive state of the stomach and liver, and to
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produce bilious habits, and for about five years I have wholly
abandoned its use. For a short time after leaving the use of
tea (coffee I never used), I had a dull headache; but this was
soon gone and now I am almost an entire stranger to an aching
head. Graham bread, fruits, and vegetables are my principal
articles of diet. My appetite is good the year round. My bilious
complaints, which I never expected would be cured, are gone.
The general circulation and warmth of the system are better
than they have been for years; and though I am troubled with
a cough, caused by bronchitis, which for many years has been
thought would soon end my life, it is now, by a better circula
tion, held in check, and is less troublesome than it has been for
many years. Probably five years ago no one thought I would
now be alive.
" How much-more enjoyment is had in a good appetite for
plain, healthful, nourishing food, that sustains life, than in
gratifying a perverted one, that destroys life. Thanks be to
our heavenly Father for light on this important subject. Let
us walk in the light while we have it."
This was indeed a i-emarkable experience. But the most re
markable part of his life is not fully expressed in the foregoing.
Modesty would forbid the revelation by Brother Byington of
the fact that as the result of his later abstemious life, his mind
became so clear that he was considered as one of the safest
men among his brethren to intrust with responsibilities. He
was therefore chosen to serve as president of the Seventh-day
Adventist General Conference for two consecutive terms, cover
ing the years 1863-4. He was also a member of the Michigan
Conference of Seventh-day Adventi&ts from October, 1862 to
May, 1865. He departed from this life January 7, 1887, at the
ripe old age of eighty-eight years and three months. Consider
ing what he has said of early feebleness, one may readily see
how life was prolonged by proper methods of health culture.
"Success in this life, success in gaining the future life, depends upon a
faithful, conscientious attention to the little things. Perfection is seen in
the least, no less than in the greatest, of the works of God. The hand that
hung the worlds in space is the hand that wrought with delicate skill the
lilies of the field. As God is perfect in his sphere, so we are to be perfect
in ours. The symmetrical structure of a strong, beautiful character is built
up by individual acts of duty. And faithfulness should characterize our
life in the least as welt as in the greatest of its details. Integrity in the
little things, the performance of little acts of fidelity and little deeds of
kindness, will gladden the path of life; and when our work on earth is ended,
it will be found that every one of the little duties faithfully performed, has
exerted an influence for good an influence that can never perish."
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The " Bad Cold " -- Part 2
C. A. Burrows, M. D.

In my previous article I laid the foundation for the discussion
of "bad colds," based upon the hypothesis that they are
caused by lack of elimination of poisons produced in the body
under normal conditions, together with the ingestion of not
only bad but good food in excess of the power of the body to
eliminate. We found the basis of all successful treatments to
be elimination.
There are certain conditions that predispose to colds which
I shall try to develop in this article. It is a well known fact
that it is not the long exposure to cold that causes the "bad
cold" nearly as frequently as the sudden changes from hot to
cold temperatures, whether that be local or general, or the un
usual exposure of certain parts of the body to cold. I say un
usual because some parts of the body (the face and hands) are
usually bare, and nature provides for exposure to sudden
changes in these by increased resistance due to the continual
exercise in them of their resisting power. They become what
is ordinarily termed toughened to the weather. It is quite rare
indeed for one to take cold from exposure of the hands and
face unless wet, which greatly intensifies the atmospheric
effect. The bare-foot boy develops the same resistance in his
feet. We, therefore, find it quite possible to increase the re
sistance to atmospheric changes of any or all parts of the body.
This phase will be more fully developed under treatment and
prevention.
There are for various "reasons certain portions of the body
more susceptible to thermic changes. Some due to anatomical
peculiarities or physiological activity or both. For instance, the
feet, because they are farthest from the heart and the blood
vessels come very near the surface at the ankles, permit
rapid cooling of the blood current when suddenly exposed to
cold together with marked nervous reflex over the entire body.
Perhaps you have tried removing the shoes on a warm day and
noting the rapidity with which the entire body will cool. Heat
is eliminated by means of the feet very rapidly, but heat is not
all that the feet eliminate. There is perhaps more poison elim
inated by the skin of the feet than an equal area of skin of any
other portion of the body. The odor and uncleanliness com-
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mon to the feet aptly illustrates this. If elimination here stops
quickly and heat elimination begins apruptly, the result is
usually a cold.
Another common and frequently exposed point is the area at
and immediately above the clavicle or collar bone. Here is a
point the importance of which is little realized. Lying directly
under the surface at this point and covered with but little more
than the skin are some of the largest blood-vessels of the body,
carrying more than half the blood. This area is subjected to
sudden and marked changes in temperature, from the most
perfect protection to the most imperfect especially in women.
Their clothing for constant wear covers this area none or but
little, consequently when rather more than the usual exposure
is necessary they cover this area with the most perfect protec
tion a fur. If after exercising some she begins to feel too
warm, she loosens the fur around the throat exposing those
large blood-vessels again. She finds this cools her very quickly,
while at the same time the fur is covering just as large an area
over her shoulders as before.
Incidentally there is a position of another very important or
gan the apex of the lung in this region that is exposed to
these chilling influences, and in time manifests the effect on it
in tuberculosis.
Another point less frequently exposed is the back. There are
no large blood-vessels there, but the concentration of all the
nerves of the body. The effect here is largely reflex. When
this region is exposed the nerves carry messages to all parts of
the body to quit perspiring at once. The muscles along the
spine contract and interfere with the free activity of the spinal
nerves. There is nearly always more or less of this muscular
contraction in all colds; this is why the back hurts so much.
This muscular contraction is also an active factor in prolonging
a cold, and will be referred to again under treatment.
To recapitulate, we find that by clothing the body so there will
be no marked changes of covering to any point and eating only
enough to supply the necessities of the body, the principal fac
tors causing colds will be disposed of.
"Our schools are to be training schools; and if men and women come forth
from them fitted in any sense for the missionary field, they must be led to
realize the greatness of the work in the medical evangelistic field. We
want men who will push the triumphs of the cross; men who will persevere
under discouragement and privations; men and women who will have the
zeal and resolution and faith that are indespensable in the missionary field."
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The Value of Cheerfulness
W. W. Worster, A. M., M. D.

The value of cheerfulness as a curative measure was recog
nized as far back as the days of Solomon. Inspiration has left
on record by the pen of this sacred writer the following epitome
of a great truth: "A merry heart doeth good like a medicine;
but a broken spirit drieth the bones." (Prov. 17:22) The
revised version more correctly states, " A merry heart is a good
medicine," and its margin brings out the additional truth, it
"causethgood healing."
This proverb has been sounding down through the ages and
today is as true as when first uttered. Nothing has been more
conclusively proven by science or every-day real experience.
So profound an influence does the mental attitude exert over
the entire body, especially digestion, that a consideration of
this subject is of vital importance to each individual.
A merry heart not only is a good medicine but it will replace
the need of treatment in many cases. It is true that there are
scores of disorders which a merry heart will not cure, but there
are none which it will not influence for good. There are neither
exceptions nor bad effects.
On the other hand, "A broken spirit drieth the bones." It
acts like a brake to the entire machinery of the body and it
either augments disease or predisposes to it. Discourage
ment from either real or imaginary causes acts identically the
same. Fear and anger affect us even greater than discourage
ment.
Doctor Pawlow, the celebrated Russian scientist, has clearly
demonstrated the evil effects of a disordered mental condition.
He determined the normal gastric secretion in a dog, then placed
him in a cage with a cat. In this annoying condition the dog's
gastric secretion was almost stopped or at least greatly retarded,
although the food given was the same.
Worry and good digestion are incompatible. You can always
tell a confirmed dyspeptic by the gloominess of his countenance.
On the other hand, cheerfulness and good digestion can scarcely
be divorced.
Cheerfulness means more than a superficial laugh of periodic
occurrence. It means to be thankful for all things and at all
times, with a conscience void of offence.
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Let us lay hold of these principles and increase our powers of
digestion. Let none manifest a gloomy disposition. " If we
are heaven-bound, how can we go as a band of mourners,
groaning and complaining all the way to our Father's house? "
Ministry of Healing, p. 251,
If there is one thing more than another which helps to pro
mote health of body and soul it is a spirit of cheerfulness, grati
tude, and praise! If there is one thing more than another
which helps to wreck our digestive and nervous systems it is a
spirit of worry, complaining, or discouragement.
It is a positive duty of each one to lay aside worry and dis
couragement and take on cheerfulness, gratitude, and praise.
Especially is this of paramount importance at meal time. Some
who are trying to be health reformers worry for fear of not
eating the right things or of not making the right combination.
"If you are in constant fear that your food will hurt you, it
most assuredly will." Healthful Living, par. 390. Take the
words of our Saviour, "Be of good cheer," and follow the
example of the early Christains, " They did eat their meat with
gladness."
" Mealtime should be a season for social intercourse and re
freshment. Everything that can burden or irritate should be
banished. Let trust and kindness and gratitude to the Giver of
all good be cherished, and the conversation will be cheerful.
A pleasant flow of thought will uplift without wearing." Edu
cation, p. 206.
"Talk happiness. The world is sad enough without your
woes. . . . Talk health. The dreary, never-changing tail
of mortal maladies is worn and stale. You can not charm or
interest or please by harping on that minor chord, disease."
Some have discovered the effects of the mind upon the body
and have built up creeds upon the principle. Christian Science
is a good example. Because of the benefits derived from the
spirit of good cheer, thousands are flocking into its ranks. Let
us recognize the principle and give thanks and praise to the
Creator of mind and the author of cheerfulness.
"Be cheerful and pass it on."
"Beloved, I wish above all things that thou mayest prosper
and be in health, even as thy soul prospereth."
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Right Principles of Health
C. E. Garnsey

The most important factor in the promulgation of health re
form principles is often entirely overlooked. Health reform
means living right, and though the putting away of harmful
and urihealthful articles of food is of necessity a part of the re
form, we must always remember that the substitution of right
habits is by far the most important factor.
The only successful way to get rid of bad habits is to fill the
life with good ones. The best way, in fact the only way, to
keep evil thoughts from flooding the mind, is to keep the mind
busy with thoughts that are elevating and ennobling.
If we go out among the people and criticise their wrong
habits of eating and drinking, without showing them the better
way, we are often doing more harm than good. In Vol. 9,
p. 112, we find the statement, "Cooking schools are to be
held. The people are to be taught how to prepare wholesome
food." This is a most important thing. Then "they are to
be shown the need of discarding unhealthful foods." And
with this the admonition, " But we should never advocate a
starvation diet". The paragraph finishes with, "The work
of teaching the people how to prepare a dietary that is at once
appetizing and wholesome, ^s of the utmost importance."
Many have been turned away from that part of health re
form that deals with diet, because it has been presented from
the wrong stand-point, that of criticism instead of from the
stand-point of the blessings to be gained by properly cooking
and eating healthful food.
We endeavored to carry out the above principles in all our
health work in the east, and as practical demonstration is what
counts, we will give an outline of the way this work was carried
on in Hartford City, Ind., by Elder Tindall and the writer.
From the very start we announced that health talks would
be given each Monday and Wednesday nights and that cooking
schools would be started as soon as we could get them organ
ized. Several ladies from the best society circles attended the
first lectures and we succeeded in getting their consent to allow
us to hold cooking classes in their several homes, telling them
that our object in holding the classes in the different homes
was so that each could invite his friends from their several
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neighborhoods. The plan was very successful, and as we held
the classes in the different parts of the city each week, we
were able to secure the interest of a large number of people.
The writer attended each class, taking charts and giving chalk
talks to keep up the interest and to answer any questions that
arose. This enabled us to get well acquainted with those that
attended and to invite them not only to the health lectures at
the church, but to the Bible lectures as well.
As fast as we told the people about the unhealthful and
harmful things upon which they were living, we taught them
how to prepare healthful and appetizing articles to take their
place.
We announced the classes in the different daily papers and
always had a good attendance. The people became very enthu
siastic about the new diet and often requested us to make a
treble amount of the different recipes so they could take goodly
samples home for their husbands to try.
What a mistake it is for a sister who has just accepted the
truth to try to win her husband to the reform diet by telling
him that "meat isn't fit to eat; it's just full of germs, and no
wonder you're so cross and sickly when you eat such disgusting
things." How much better to say nothing about the meat at
first, but to place on the table nicely prepared, appetizing
dishes that are at the same time nutritious and healthful. It
is so much easier to influence a mind that is unprejudiced.
The above suggestion was mentioned at the classes, and be
fore they had progressed very far, quite a number of families
were living the better way.
At the classes we demonstrated about three recipes at a time,
taking H. S. Anderson's little cook book as a guide.
When the time came for us to leave for another field, the
members of the classes (and we had some sixty-five) requested
that we demonstrate how to combine the recipes fora complete
meal. So the last class we held was a five o'clock dinner to
which all were invited. This proved to be a very interesting
and profitable affair, and when we left the city we had the
friendship and good wishes of a large number of the people.
Two of the best grocers are now carrying a large stock of our
health foods; whereas, when we first went to the city, it was
impossible to get the health foods anywhere.
Every health reform educator should know how to prepare
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a large number of simple, appetizing, healthful dishes, so that
when he tells the people the harmfulness of certain articles of
diet, he can be always ready to suggest and demonstrate the
preparation of some healthful article or articles to take its place.
Ministry of Healing says on page 323, "All should learn what
to eat and how to cook it. Men, as well as women, need to un
derstand the simple, healthful preparation of food."
We found the people very glad to accept the principles of
healthful living when we taught them that there was a better
way.
____

Man's Relation to His Maker
E. C. Davie, M. D.

To gain success and happiness in life the one thing most
needful is to live in harmony with our Creator, that is we
should endeavor to bring every thought and act into conformity
with the instruction outlined in God's holy Word.
In order to rightly relate ourselves to God we should live in
harmony with the physical laws of the human body which God
has created. To gain a knowledge of these laws it is our duty
to study them, for we are told that ignorance in these things is
sin.
The individual who is depressed and suffering from putrefac
tive processes present in the intestinal canal consequent upon
over-indulgence of appetite can not be said to be in right rela
tion to his Maker; in fact, is he not constantly at variance
with him ?
"The harmonious, healthy action of all the powers of body
and mind results in happiness; the more elevated and refined
the powers, the more pure and unalloyed the happiness. An
aimless life is a living death. The mind should dwell upon
themes relating to our eternal interests. This will be condu
cive to health of body and mind. God has pledged himself to
keep this living machinery in healthful action if the human
agent will obey his laws and cooperate with God."
We each have a mission in this world as a representative of
God who made us. This mission can be fulfilled only as we,
by cooperating with God, keep our bodies in a healthful state,
whereby we may be used as channels of blessing.
"Know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy
Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not
your own ? For ye are bought with a price; therefore, glorify
God in your body and in your spirit, which are God's."
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Courage and Hope—Where?
W. J. Keele

How many invalids there are whose betterment depends up
on the renewing of courage and hope, can he appreciated best
by the medical missionary. Substantial encouragement is the
only true form of mental healing. Such encouragement can be
had only in the Christian religion as has been remarked by no
less eminent a man than Dr. Richard Cabot. Prayer with the
sick Is the means by which many a discouraged soul has been
enabled to grasp the promises of God and, with the help of an
educated intelligence and dependence upon God-given means
to better hygiene, eating, etc., and simple but thorough and
intelligent physical treatment many sufferers have been restored
to health.
The writer has recently met three such persons who have
been helped back to health of body and courage of soul by
kindly Christ-like ministry. To be sure the sanitarium was an
agency in this restoration, but the ministry of love was the
starting-point and mainspring of all. In one case health was
restored and union and harmony in the family life; in another
case health was restored after an operation, the need of which
carne to light because of the first kindly ministry.
The vacation time is one of the best of opportunities for mis
sionary work. One of the workers at Loma Linda spent sev
eral weeks in the San Bernardino mountains this past summer
in order to build up his health. While there he found numerous
opportunities to interest others in the Bible and in the signs of
our times. To some of these tracts were sent, to others our
periodicals. Many appreciative letters have been received from
those who thus became interested in present truth. One lady
writes, "I have looked up a few things in the Bible, and am
watching the papers about the European war and the general
condition in the world: and am sure we are near the second
coming of Jesus Christ. I hope we all may be able to look for
that event with happy expectation." Another writes, "I in
tend to study the literature I received from you in connection
with my Bible, for I want to know the truth." Still another
writes as follows, "We received the Watchman and like to
read it very much."
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EDITORIAL
Medical Evangelist for 1913
The MEDICAL EVANGELIST extends to its readers a most hearty wish for
a joyous Christmas and a prosperous and happy new year.
With this issue the EVANGELIST completes its fourth volume. Our
object in sending out this little journal is still the same, and that is ex
pressed in the name MEDICAL EVANGELIST. The object of its existence
is to do what it can in carrying the gospel through ministering to the needs
of the people.
For the coming year our efforts shall be redoubled to make the journal
as great a help as possible to those who desire to find the best way to
carry the good news of salvation to a needy world. With the beginning of
the next year, there will be several improvements in the journal. It will
be enlarged somewhat in the size of the page as well as in the number of
pages. Other improvements will be made to make it more attractive and
helpful to its readers.
The series of articles on the history of the medical work of the denomin
ation will continue as outlined for the six articles on the medical experiences
of the pioneers in the message. Following that series, Mrs. E. G. White
and her workers will give experiences of Eld. James and Mrs. E. G. White
in the early days along the lines of medical missionary work.
Several new departments will be started including one entitled, "Among
our Sanitariums," which will give items of interest regarding the progress
in these various institutions. Another on "Missionary Field Notes," giv
ing items from our missionaries in the field at home and abroad. Still
another department will be devoted to scientific advancement in the rational
treatment of disease and in reforms in diet. Dr. W. W. Worster who has
spent some years in the study of these subjects will head this department.
Our object: Is there a field for the MEDICAL EVANGELIST? One of the
characteristics of the Seventh-day Adventist denomination since its earliest
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days has been the combining of the evangelistic and medical missionary
phases of gospel effort. Acting on the commission of the greatest of medi
cal missionaries the world has ever known, this denomination has under
taken to carry these two great lines of work as one in evangelizing the
world. Sanitariums have been established in all parts of the world. This
can not meet the requirements for these times for medical evangelistic
effort in carrying the gospel through medical missionary work.
Workers in these lines should be educated to do the work that is required.
When these workers have been educated they should be active in carrying
More attention must be
forward medical evangelistic effort in the field.
given in our sanitariums to giving nurses an experience in doing active
field work, and in coming in touch with the people that they may learn the
way in which to make the proper use of their medical training in opening
the way for the gospel.
More effort should be made in the evangelistic field to combine with the
ministers and Bible workers true medical missionaries to assist in opening
the way for the gospel. More attention should be given by all laborers in
the field to getting a knowledge of simple treatments that by means of
these they may win their way to the hearts of the people and lead them to
God.
Last, but not least, every lay member, every Seventh-day Adventist,
should understand simple diseases and their treatment, and be doing Christ
ian help work for their neighbors. The "right hand of the gospel," the
"entering wedge" should be utilized to the fullest extent in gaining access
to the people in order to give them the message for today. The object of
the MEDICAL EVANGELIST is to assist in this work, to point out what is be
ing done and what may be done to push forward the message by means of
the methods Christ employed. May God help us to enter this field and to
heed the instruction "occupy till I come."
GOOD CHEER
The season of the year that above all others is stored with good cheer is
upon us again. It is the time when all are thinking of what they can do for
others. The Author of good cheer and of peace and love, whose birth we
are supposed to honor at this time, is also the author of giving. True giv
ing- is divine. The life of Christ consisted in giving. The fife of a Christ
ian must consist in giving.
The hope of receiving something in return, however, takes much of the
virtue out of giving. To give that we may receive something in return is
selfish. Let us at this season look for those who are less fortunate than we
and strive to bring into their lives the joy and happiness that comes from
the Author of giving.

A Profitable Vacation Trip
Alfred Shryock, M. D.

During the spring council of the board of directors of the College of
Medical Evangelists considerable study was given to the needs of the school
and the methods to be adopted t-o obtain the means necessary to furnish
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the needed equipment for the school. It was finally voted that certain per
sons who have been long connected with the work of the school, and who
are weil acquainted with the providences attending the establishment of
the school as well as its needs, be requested to go from church to church
among our people, and in a simple way, tell the story of Loma Linda.
In harmony with this action, E!ds. J. A. Burden, V. H, Lucas and the
writer left Loma Linda August 30, for Los Angeles, where a medical mis
sionary convention was held in the Carr Street church August 30, to Sep
tember 1. Among the subjects considered during the three days' conven
tion were: "The Ideal Medical Missionary," "Medical Missionary Edxicatton," and "History and development of the College of Medical Evan
gelists." A good degree of interest was manifested in the subjects pre
sented as was shown by the very substancial offerings and pledges given to
the work of the school.
From Los Angeles, Elder Burden proceeded north, stopping en route at
Santa Barbara and Mountain View, while Elder Lucas and the writer
visited all the churches in Southern California with few exceptions.
No doubt all our people would appreciate a visit to this delightful spot,
Loma Linda, the " Hill Beautiful," but inasmuch as this is impossible for
many, the next best thing in gaining a "correct knowledge of the place is to
see it through photographic views of the place and listen to a description
of the varying scenes and delightful surroundings. We were commissioned
to visit our people and "tell the story of Loma Linda," and it was thought
we could not tell it in a better way than to take our congregations with us
for a short visit to Loma Linda via the lecture route.
So we took with us
a stereopticon, equipped for either calcium light or electricity, and several
good views of our immediate surroundings, buildings, grounds, orchards,
lecture rooms, chapel, laboratories and apparatus, as well as views in our
nearby cities of Riverside and Redlands. The best of attention was given
and interest manifested in each of the churches visited, and we greatly
enjoyed both the meeting with our people, many of whom we had never
met before, and the recital of how the Lord's hand has attended the open
ing of the school designed to educate "gospel medical missionary evan
gelists."
After leaving Los Angeles, our first lecture was held in the church at
San Fernando, where we had three services, the stereopticon lecture being
given the evening after the Sabbath to an interested audience. After
leaving San Fernando, the following places were visited in order, from one
to three services being held in each place: Long Beach, Boyle Heights, and
South Side churches of Los Angeles, Pasadena, Norwalk, Centralia, Garden
Grove, Santa Ana, San Diego, Paradise Valley Sanitarium, Escondido
(German), Escondido (English), and Orange.
Our appointments for the above places brought us to the time of the
opening of school and it was necessary for us to discontinue further field
work and return to the duties of the class room; but the writer can truth
fully say he greatly enjoyed the privilege of meeting with our people of the
conference, and of imparting a better understanding possibly of the work
the Lord designs should be done at Loma Linda.
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Among Our Sanitariums
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

H. W. Lindsay, former manager of the Paradise Valley Sanitarium, has
taken the management of the Glendale Sanitarium, this vacancy having
been made by the resignation of T. S. Dock, who was obliged to give up
sanitarium work for a time because of Mrs. Dock's poor health. Mr, and
Mrs. Dock have been in institutional work, both in the United States and
Mexico, for nearly twenty years, and deserve to be granted this request to
go aside and rest a while.
Patronage at the Glendale Sanitarium continues very encouragingly, and
we hope to be able to give a better report from year to year. This insti
tution has shown a healthy gain each succeeding year for the last three or
four years. Evidence of this gain is found not only in the financial report
and increased patronage, but also in equipment, training school, and spirit
ual tone.
The new surgical ward, for which provision was made at the 1911 campmeeting at Long Beach, is well tilled most of the time.
ST. HELENA, CALIFORNIA

A retrospective view of the summer's work at the St. Helena Sanitarium
brings to mind many evidences of God's blessing, and calls forth a feeling
of great gratitude and thankfulness to God on the part of every member of
our sanitarium family. The patronage has been very gratifying, at times
quits equal to that enjoyed during the period of greatest prosperity in the
history of the institution. The physical and spiritual results with patients
has been most encouraging, very many patients having returned to' their
homes restored to physical vigor and expressing themselves as having had
their spiritual experience greatly brightened and deepened.
On the part of the sanitarium family, there has been absolute unity and
hearty cooperation, and a spirit of consecration and devotion. We trust
and believe that under God there has been a steady growth in the divine life.
Many instances could be cited of evidence of God's special blessing upon
the efforts of physicians and nurses and in response to their earnest prayers
jn behalf of more than ordinarily difficult and complicated cases.
By way of illustration, the past week has seemed to be very abundant in
opportunities for bringing spiritual help to those in mental and physical
distress. One morning early in the week I called upon a patient for whom
I had offered many prayers, realizing that the peace of God in the heart
would be the end of her mental distress. The previous night had been a rather
trying one. After a few words of encouragement, she said, "Doctor, you
must pray for me." The opportunity was immediately seized; and after
an earnest prayer which seemed to be indited by the Spirit of God, she
said, "Doctor, that's beautiful, that's beautiful." And it was beautiful,
because it was the language of heaven and the joy of heaven in the heart
and in the experience. The next morning very early brought an oppor
tunity of praying with a father and mother who were passing through the
trying experience of losing their only little babe. The next day brought a
similar opportunity in behalf of a poor young mother who had come several
thousand miles for care and attention, and whose two weeks' old baby was
taken from her by "hemorrhage of the new born." This woman was in
a few moments, by the power of prayer, brought to a state of calmness,
assurance, and resignation. The next day great joy was brought into the
life of a patient and his sifter by a few verses of the Scriplure being refd
emphasizing the new life in Christ Jesus, and a prayer at the bedside.
That same evening, a young man came to me and said, " Doctor, I was in
the next room, and heard you read the scripture and pray with that
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patient, and it was wonderful. If I could get out of religion what you do,
it would be such a wonderful experience for me." He was told it was for
him as much as for any one in the world, and was invited to kneel and ask
God for it to come into his life. He arose from his knees with tears of
gratitude in his eyes, and determined to seek peace and pursue it.
So the week ended, rich and full in the things of God; but only an illus
tration of what God wants to make of all the days, and ever-inereasingly
so for one who will follow on to know his ways and his plans.
It is the consecrated purpose of the workers at St. Helena to bring
within the reach of all who come under their influence the opportunity of
being "turned from darkness to light, from the power of Satan to God,
that they may receive forgiveness of their sins and a place among those
GEO. THOMASON, M. D.
who are sanctiried."

Missionary Notes
Telford Eriskson, engaged in medical missionary work in Albania one of
the provinces involved in the Balkan strife recently wrote something of
his experience in the Record of Christian Work.
It seems the Albanians one of the most verile, aggressive races con
nected with the Turkish Empire have never been approached by a Christ
ian missionary until recent years. They are the most savage people in
Europe today, and yet, so far as we can learn, thoroughly amenable to
Christian influence and ready to respond if the right approach is made.
But the crying need can be best, met by the medical missionary. "There
is only one voice, and that is that the approach today which will meet with
the least opposition, and will call out the most hearty and open response,
is that of the Christian physician."
Continuing Mr. Erickson writes: '' The government is so bitterly
opposed to every other form of mission work in Albania, that we seem
almost shut up to that line of procedure, it is the ' open door ' before us.
Then the dire needs of the people make it both necessary and urgent. Let
me put the situation briefly: Last year we had a scourge of cholera in
which at least ten thousand died. It has broken out again, and will be far
more extensive and destructive this year, because the Turkish army
scattered it everywhere last fall." (Just now cholera is the deadliest foe
in the war zone.)
"Then we have with us, all the time, smallpox, scarlet and typhoid
fevers, all with high mortality, the people being ignorant both of means
for prevention and cure. Albania is a mountainous country, with almost
perfect natural drainage; and yet, wholly neglected, malaria has the people
in its grip most of the time. The Albanian girls are married very young
both Moslem and Christian and the number of the deaths in childbirth, for
lack of skillful nursing and medical attention, as well as a result of their
closely confined, inactive lives, is simply appalling. So also the number of
deaths among infants and young children from malnutrition, lack of proper
care, etc., is perhaps fifty to sixty per cent. The men of the nation,
crushed in spirit and persecuted as they have been, feeling that 'no man
careth for my soul,' are fast becoming a nation of drunkards.
" A dark picture, is it not? one to make a man ' sweat blood,' if he has
a spark of the Master's compassion in him; and be compelled simply to
stand by without means for relief. That is my position. I hardly dare
hope to be able to see the situation transformed. It is too much for a
single lifetime; but I would like to be able to say to these people with
something more than the lips, to say it in Christian deeds, 'I pity you;'
to plant a seed among them which some day, under God's blessing, will be
come a tree of life, whose leaves are for the healing of the nations."
May God grant it.
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The Medical Evangelist

A 16-page monthly devoted to the medical evangelistic education
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Technique of Hydro therapy

A 126-page manual on the technique of hydrotherapy and Swedish
massage. Third Edition. For student nurses. Pocket size, limp
cover.
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Hydrotherapy, Abbott
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Outlines of Nursing, Mrs. H. W. Lindsay
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A 114 page book, devoted to General and Surgical Nursing.
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An 84-page pamphlet containing valuable instruction in heathful cook
ing. Full of recipes used in our leading sanitarium dining rooms.
Food charts.
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Letters from Mrs. E. G. White for sanitarium workers.
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An appeal in behalf of our new Medical College by Mrs. E. G. White.
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Bread, the staff of life, by H. S. Anderson.

Medical Evangelistic Library, No. 3
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Testimonies and experiences connected with the Loma Linda Sani
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THE COLLEGE PRESS
LOMA LINDA, CALIFORNIA

For landscape beauty, ideal climate, and healthful location the

LOMA LINDA SANITARIUM
is unsurpassed. Its full corps of
Competent Physicians and
Skilled Surgeons, with welltrained attendants; its complete
Scientific Equipment for
the administration of the vari
ous kinds of Electric and
Hydro-therapeutic Treat
ments; its pure wholesome
food from its own orchards, gar
dens, bakery, and dairy, with its
specially appointed dietary, offer
a combination of advantages
for those in search of rest and
health, not easily to be found
elsewhere.
For detailed information, and illustra
tive literature, address

Loma Linda Sanitarium
Loma Linda

-

-

California

How to Reach Loma Linda
The Sanitarium is situated on the main line of the "Southern
Pacific/' which provides a trans-continental service consisting of four
trains daily, west-bound and east-bound; these four trains each way
daily stop at the station so that access to the Sanitarium is easy and
comfortable from all points near and remote. From the Pacific North
west take the Oregon Railway & Navigation Company's lines to Port
land and the Southern Pacific Shasta Route. From the Middle-west
take the Union Pacific to Ogden and the Southern Pacific via San
Francisco. From the East, any line up to New Orleans or El Paso,
thence, Southern Pacific.
These routes afford through sleeping cars, both standard and tourist
between all main line points from the Atlantic to the Pacific. From
New York take our delightful steamer trip to New Orleans, thence,
Southern Pacific.
For local information telephone, write, or call on

J. R. DOWNS, Commercial Agent, Glenwood Building
Riverside, California

